CIRCULATING MATERIALS

B1571 .S38 2017

BD444 .K47 2017
The history of death / Michael Kerrigan.

BF1078 .B78 2017
An introduction to the psychology of dreaming / Kelly Bulkeley, PhD.

BF1566 .H88 2017
The witch: a history of fear, from ancient times to the present / Ronald Hutton.

BF1701 .R37 2007

BF692.5 .A63 2016

BF789.D4 D343 2015
Death and bereavement across cultures / edited by Colin Murray Parkes, Pittu Laungani and Bill Young.

BP130 .W55 2017
What the Qur'an meant and why it matters / Garry Wills.

BP52 .A94 2017
The idea of the Muslim world: a global intellectual history / Cemil Aydin.

BP605.S2 S3175 2017
Scientology in popular culture: influences and struggles for legitimacy / Stephen A. Kent and Susan Raine, editors.

BQ5020 .B83 2012
Buddhist funeral cultures of Southeast Asia and China / edited by Paul Williams and Patrice Ladwig.

BR1642.U5 F565 2017
The Evangelicals: the struggle to shape America / Frances FitzGerald.

CB203 .B64 2017
The barbarians: lost civilizations / Peter Bogucki.

CB245 .J343 2017
Documents that changed the way we live / Joseph Janes.

CB361 .R46 2017
Renaissance & early modern era (1308-1600) / editor, Michael Shally-Jensen, PhD.

E-teaching history / edited by Joanna Wojdon.
D619 .K39 2017
War against war : the American fight for peace, 1914-1918 / Michael Kazin.

D767.H43 2017
Implacable foes : war in the Pacific, 1944-1945 / Waldo Heinrichs and Marc Gallicchio.

D767.T47 2006
Sea of thunder : four commanders and the last great naval campaign, 1941-1945 / Evan Thomas.

D769.2 .M36 2003
The deadly brotherhood : the American combat soldier in World War II / John C. McManus.

D786 .N453 2001a
The Bomber War : the Allied air offensive against Nazi Germany / Robin Neillands.

D790 .M3334 2016
Deadly sky : the American combat airman in World War II / John C. McManus.

D790.2.A97 2009
The bomber boys : heroes who flew the B-17s in World War II / Travis L. Ayres.

D809.U5 E73 2015
Rescue Board : the untold story of America's efforts to save the Jews of Europe / Rebecca Erbelding.

D811.5 .P67 2017

D901 .W47 2017-18
Western Europe / Wayne C. Thompson.

DA125.N4 K38 2017
Black Tudors : the untold story / Miranda Kaufmann.

DC293 .W38 2003
The Franco-Prussian War : the German conquest of France in 1870-1871 / Geoffrey Wawro.

DJK50 .R67 2008
Return to diversity : a political history of East Central Europe since World War II / Joseph Rothschild, Nancy M. Wingfield.

DK4600.P775 E47 2011
Forgotten land : journeys among the ghosts of East Prussia / Max Egremont.

DK504.54 .K35 2015
Latvia : a short history / Mara Kalnins.

DR509.H87 P47 2017
Empress of the east : how a European slave girl became queen of the Ottoman Empire / Leslie Peirce.

DS126.96.A3 G36 2017
Angels in the sky : how a band of volunteer airmen saved the new state of Israel / Robert Gandt.

DS356 .T27 2009
Afghanistan : a military history from Alexander the Great to the war against the Taliban / Stephen Tanner.

DS371.2 .C63 2005
Ghost wars : the secret history of the CIA, Afghanistan, and bin Laden, from the Soviet invasion to September 10, 2001 / Steve Coll.
Directorate S: the C.I.A. and America's secret wars in Afghanistan and Pakistan / Steve Coll.

East & Southeast Asia / Steven A. Leibo.

Viet Nam: a history from earliest times to the present / Ben Kiernan.

Modern passings: death rites, politics, and social change in Imperial Japan / Andrew Bernstein.

The devil came on horseback: bearing witness to the genocide in Darfur / Brian Steidle and Gretchen Steidle Wallace.


Me against my brother: at war in Somalia, Sudan, and Rwanda: a journalist reports from the battlefields of Africa / Scott Peterson.

Year of fire, year of ash: the Soweto schoolchildren's revolt that shook apartheid / Baruch Hirson; foreword by Shula Marks.

Andrew Jackson / by Robert V. Remini.

Marked, unmarked, remembered / Andrew Lichtenstein and Alex Lichtenstein; with a foreword by Edward T. Linenthal; with essays by Kevin Boyle, Douglas Egerton, Scot French, Michael K. Honey, Stephen Kantrowitz, Ari Kelman, Gary Y. Okihiro, Julie Reed, Christina Snyder, and Clarence Taylor.

The class of 1846: from West Point to Appomattox: Stonewall Jackson, George McClellan, and their brothers / John C. Waugh.

The USA & the world 2017-2018 / David M. Keithly.

Coming to America: a history of immigration and ethnicity in American life / Roger Daniels.

The best we could do: an illustrated memoir / Thi Bui.

We were eight years in power: an American tragedy / by Ta-Nehisi Coates.

The making of Black lives matter: a brief history of an idea / Christopher J. Lebron.

Selma 1965: the photographs of Spider Martin / preface by Don Carleton; introduction by Douglas Brinkley; photographs edited by Amy K. Bowman.
Be free or die : the amazing story of Robert Smalls' escape from slavery to Union hero / Cate Lineberry.

Washington's secret war : the hidden history of Valley Forge / Thomas Fleming.

Spain and the independence of the United States : an intrinsic gift / Thomas E. Chávez.


Alexander Hamilton : the graphic history of an American founding father / Jonathan Hennessey ; art by Justin Greenwood ; colors by Brad Simpson ; inking/background assists by Matt Harding ; lettering by Patrick Brosseau.

The Indian world of George Washington : first Americans, the first President, and the birth of the nation / Colin G. Calloway.

Andrew Jackson and the miracle of New Orleans : the battle that shaped America's destiny / Brian Kilmeade and Don Yaeger.

Lee's tarnished lieutenant : James Longstreet and his place in southern history / William Garrett Piston.

Mapping the Civil War : featuring rare maps from the Library of Congress / text by Christopher Nelson ; captions by Brian Pohanka.

The Civil War : rare images, compelling letters, eye witness accounts : a visual history from those who experienced it / Amy Gary.

The commanders of the Civil War : an account of the lives of the commissioned officers during America's war of Secession ... / William C. Davis ; technical advisor Russ A. Pritchard.

The fighting men of the Civil War : the experience of America's epic conflict through the lives of the men who fought it ... / William C. Davis ; technical advisor Russ A. Pritchard.

The battlefields of the Civil War : the bloody conflict of North against South told through the stories of its great battles ; illustrated with collections of some of the rarest Civil War historical artifacts / William C. Davis ; technical advisor, Russ A. Pritchard.

The colors of courage : Gettysburg's forgotten history : immigrants, women, and African-Americans in the Civil War's defining battle / Margaret Creighton.

Blood and daring : how Canada fought the American Civil War and forged a nation / John Boyko.
GV706.3 .E866 2017

GV706.5.C6455 2016
Youth and sport for development : the seduction of football in Liberia / Holly Collison.

GV709.18.U6 E45 2017
How college athletics are hurting girls' sports : the pay-to-play pipeline / Rick Eckstein.

GV711.5.S767 2016
Strength and conditioning for sports performance / edited by Ian Jeffreys and Jeremy Moody.

GV713.S25 2017
The SAGE handbook of sport management / edited by Russell Hoye and Milena M. Parent.

GV850.W25 A3 2017
Spinning / Tillie Walden.

GV865.J39 555 2005

GV865.W343 S65 2008
Big Ed Walsh : the life and times of a spitballing Hall of Famer / Jack Smiles.

GV943.9.T7 S94 2016
Strength training for soccer / Bram Swinnen.

HA181 .S3413 2017
Counting Americans : how the US Census classified the nation / Paul Schor ; translated by Lys Ann Weiss.

HC427.95.Q2526 2017
How reform worked in China : the transition from plan to market / Yingyi Qian.

HC79.P6 E89 2018
Automating inequality : how high-tech tools profile, police, and punish the poor / Virginia Eubanks.

HD2351 .F68 2018
Behemoth : a history of the factory and the making of the modern world / Joshua B. Freeman.

HD4851 .A48 2015
An alternative labour history : worker control and workplace democracy / edited by Dario Azzellini.

HD60.Y863 2017
A world of three zeros : the new economics of zero poverty, zero unemployment, and zero net carbon emissions / Muhammad Yunus, with Karl Weber.

HD6515.E3 U64 2017
Union power : the United Electrical Workers in Erie, Pennsylvania / by James Young.

HD8039.M62 U633 1984

HD82 .H4393 2018
The divide : global inequality from conquest to free markets / Jason Hickel.
Small batch: pickles, cheese, chocolate, spirits, and the return of artisanal foods / Suzanne Cope.

Stories from the mines / Thomas M. Currá, Greg Matkosky.


Driving Honda: inside the world's most innovative car company / Jeffrey Rothfeder.

Project management in construction / Sidney M. Levy.

Six billion shoppers: the companies winning the global e-commerce boom / Porter Erisman.

Visual merchandising and display / Martin M. Pegler, Anne Kong.

Post-truth: how bullshit conquered the world / James Ball.

Nonviolence: the history of a dangerous idea / Mark Kulansky; foreword by His Holiness the Dalai Lama.

Sociological theory beyond the canon / Syed Farid Alatas, Vineeta Sinha.

Facilitator's and trainer's toolkit: engage and energize participants for success in meetings, classes, and workshops / Artie Mahal.

When we fight, we win: twenty-first-century social movements and the activists that are transforming our world / Greg Jobin-Leeds and AgitArte; foreword by Rinku Sen; afterword by Antonia Darder.

Scythe and the city: a social history of death in Shanghai / Christian Henriot.

All the women in my family sing: women write the world--essays on equality, justice, and freedom / edited by Deborah Santana.

Breaking free: how I escaped polygamy, the FLDS cult, and my father, Warren Jeffs / Rachel Jeffs.

The second coming of the KKK: the Ku Klux Klan of the 1920s and the American political tradition / Linda Gordon.

No right to be idle: the invention of disability, 1840s-1930s / Sarah F. Rose.
Group homes for people with intellectual disabilities: encouraging inclusion and participation / Tim Clement and Christine Bigby; foreword by Jim Mansell.

Intellectual disability: ethics, dehumanization, and a new moral community / Heather E. Keith, Green Mountain College, and Kenneth D. Keith, University of San Diego.

Gangs and the military: gangsters, bikers, and terrorists with military training / Carter F. Smith.

History of heists: bank robbery in America.

Shortfall: family secrets, financial collapse, and a hidden history of American banking / Alice Echols.

Future crimes: everything is connected, everyone is vulnerable and what we can do about it / Marc Goodman.

The use and abuse of police power in America: historical milestones and current controversies / Gina Robertiello, editor.

The rise of big data policing: surveillance, race, and the future of law enforcement / Andrew Guthrie Ferguson.

The war on kids: how American juvenile justice lost its way / Cara H. Drinan.

Incarcerated women: a history of struggles, oppression, and resistance in American prisons / edited by Erica Rhodes Hayden and Theresa R. Jach.

Rethinking America's correctional policies: commonsense choices from uncommon voices / Anne S. Douds and Eileen M. Ahlin.

Policing Black bodies: how Black lives are surveilled and how to work for change / Angela J. Hattery and Earl Smith.

Anarchy explained to my father / Francis Dupuis-Déri & Thomas Déri; translated from the French by John Gilmore.

Languages of the unheard: why militant protest is good for democracy / Stephen D'Arcy.


Antifa: the anti-fascist handbook / Mark Bray.

Democracy declassified: the secrecy dilemma in national security / Michael P. Colaresi.
Best practices for teaching with emerging technologies / Michelle Pacansky-Brock ; edited by Susan Ko.

Content area reading and literacy : succeeding in today's diverse classrooms / Victoria R. Gillis, University of Wyoming, George L. Boggs, Florida State University, Donna E. Alvermann, University of Georgia.

Coding, robotics, and engineering for young students : a tech beginnings curriculum, grades pre-K-2 / Ann Gadzikowski.

Reading, writing, and rising up : teaching about social justice and the power of the written word / Linda Christensen.

Fostering habits of mind in today's students : a new approach to developmental education / edited by Jennifer Fletcher, Adela Najarro, and Hetty Yelland ; foreword by Emily Lardner.

Learning from the learners : successful college students share their effective learning habits / edited by Elizabeth Berry, Bettina J. Huber, and Cynthia Z. Rawitch.

School shooters : understanding high school, college, and adult perpetrators / Peter Langman.

Making college work : pathways to success beyond high school / Harry J. Holzer, Sandy Baum.

Instructional strategies for students with mild, moderate, and severe intellectual disability / edited by Richard M. Gargiulo, Emily C. Bouck.


Broadway musicals : show by show / by Stanley Green.

Experiencing big band jazz : a listener's companion / Jeff Sultanof.

David Bowie made me gay : 100 years of LGBT music / Darryl W. Bullock.


Reckless daughter : a portrait of Joni Mitchell / David Yaffe.


Floor plan manual housing / edited by Oliver Heckmann and Friederike Schneider ; with Eric Zapel.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA4279.R7 T69 2017</td>
<td>The woman question in Plato's Republic</td>
<td>Mary Townsend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN3373 .D76 2018</td>
<td>Flash!: writing the very short story</td>
<td>John Dufresne.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN3435 .H45 2017</td>
<td>Paperbacks from Hell: the twisted history of '70s and '80s horror fiction</td>
<td>Grady Hendrix with Will Errickson.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN51 .L5744 2013</td>
<td>The literature of propaganda</td>
<td>Thomas Riggs, editor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN6727.G466 Z46 2017</td>
<td>Fetch: how a bad dog brought me home</td>
<td>Nicole J. Georges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN6727.H537 O87 2017</td>
<td>Our cats are more famous than us</td>
<td>Ananth Hirsh &amp; Yuko Ota.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN6737.E455 I8 2017</td>
<td>It's all absolutely fine</td>
<td>Ruby Elliot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN6737.T85 Q84 2017</td>
<td>Quiet girl in a noisy world</td>
<td>Debbie Tung.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN6737.U63 B4 2016</td>
<td>Becoming unbecoming</td>
<td>Una.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
California dreamin' / Pénélope Bagieu ; [English translation by Nanette McGuinness].

Poppies of Iraq / cowritten by Brigitte Findakly & Lewis Trondheim ; drawn by Lewis Trondheim ; colored by Brigitte Findakly ; translated by Helge Dascher.

Rendez-vous in Phoenix / by Tony Sandoval ; translated by Jeremy Melloul and Mike Kennedy ; lettering and design by Neurobellum Productions ; foreword by Frederick Luis Aldama.

1984 : a new play / by George Orwell ; created by Robert Icke and Duncan Macmillan.

Real friends / Shannon Hale ; artwork by LeUyen Pham ; color by Jane Poole.

Improving how universities teach science : lessons from the Science Education Initiative / Carl Wieman.

Engaging primary children in mathematics / Margaret Sangster.

Dictionary of computer and Internet terms / Douglas A. Downing, Ph.D., School of Business and Economics, Seattle Pacific University, Michael A. Covington, Ph.D., Artificial Intelligence Center, The University of Georgia, Melody Mauldin Covington, Covington Innovations, Athens, Georgia, Catherine Ann

Yearbook of astronomy.

The Cambridge double star atlas / Bruce MacEvoy, Wil Tirion ; based on the original concept by James Mullaney.

Mass : the quest to understand matter from Greek atoms to quantum fields / Jim Baggott.

The ascent of gravity : the quest to understand the force that explains everything / Marcus Chown.


The blind watchmaker : why the evidence of evolution reveals a universe without design / Richard Dawkins.

Pure and modern milk : an environmental history since 1900 / Kendra Smith-Howard.
Umami: unlocking the secrets of the fifth taste / Ole G. Mouritsen and Klavs Styrbaek; photography, layout, and design, Jonas Drotner Mouritsen; translation and adaptation to English, Mariela Johansen.

Caring for the dying: the doula approach to a meaningful death / Henry Fersko-Weiss.

Introduction to health physics / Thomas E. Johnson.

Delivering health care in America: a systems approach / Leiyu Shi, Douglas A. Singh.

Medical statistics made easy 3 / Michael Harris, Associate Postgraduate Dean Emeritus and former General Practitioner, Bristol, UK and Gordon Taylor, Reader in Medical Statistics, University of Bath, UK.

Medical management of vulnerable and underserved patients: principles, practice, and populations / [edited by] Talmadge E. King, Jr., Margaret B. Wheeler.

Next in line: lowered care expectations in the age of retail- and value-based health / Timothy J. Hoff.

Global health watch 5: an alternative world health report.

Health systems improvement across the globe: success stories from 60 countries / edited by Jeffrey Braithwaite, Russell Mannion, Yuhihiro Matsuyama, Paul Shekelle, Stuart Whittaker, and Samir Al-Adawi.

Zika: from the Brazilian backlands to global threat / Debora Diniz; translated by Diane Grosklaus Whitty.

Obesity in Canada: critical perspectives / edited by Jenny Ellison, Deborah McPhail, and Wendy Mitchinson.

Spring chicken: stay young forever (or die trying) / Bill Gifford.

Fischbach's manual of laboratory and diagnostic tests / [edited by] Frances Talaska Fischbach, Margaret A. Fischbach.

Pale rider: the Spanish Flu of 1918 and how it changed the world / Laura Spinney.

Radiation safety in radiation oncology / K.N. Govinda Rajan.

Lighter than my shadow / Katie Green.

Bates' guide to physical examination and history taking / Lynn S. Bickley, MD, FACP, Clinical Professor of Internal Medicine, School of Medicine, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, Peter G. Szilagyi, MD, MPH, Professor of Pediatrics and Executive Vice-Chair, Department of Pediatrics,
Working the plate: the art of food presentation / Christopher Styler; photography by David Lazarus.

Heart & soul in the kitchen / Jacques Pépin; photography by Tom Hopkins Studio.

Japanese cooking: a simple art / Shizuo Tsuji, with the assistance of Mary Sutherland; introduction by M.F.K. Fisher; new foreword by Ruth Reichl; new preface by Yoshiki Tsuji.

Honey from a weed: fasting and feasting in Tuscany, Catalonia, the Cyclades, and Apulia / by Patience Gray; with drawings by Corinna Sargood.

The appetizer atlas: a world of small bites / Arthur L. Meyer and Jon M. Vann.

Cocolat: extraordinary chocolate desserts / Alice Medrich.

From the wood-fired oven: new and traditional techniques for cooking and baking with fire / Richard Miscovich; foreword by Dan Wing.

Plunkett's airline, hotel & travel industry almanac 2016 / [editor and publisher], Jack W. Plunkett.

Food & beverage cost control / Lea R. Dopson, David K. Hayes.

Foundations of menu planning / Daniel Traster, CCP.

Cyber spies and secret agents of modern times / by Allison Lassieur.

Burdens of War: Creating the United States Veterans Health System / Jessica L. Adler.

Best care everywhere / by VA professionals across the nation; edited by David Shulkin.

Innocents lost: when child soldiers go to war / Jimmie Briggs.

Revival type: digital typefaces inspired by the past / Paul Shaw, foreword by Jonathan Hoefler.

Books are weapons: the Polish opposition press and the overthrow of communism / Siobhan Doucette.

Strauss's handbook of business information: a guide for librarians, students, and researchers / Rita W. Moss and David G. Ernsthausen.

Algorithms of oppression: how search engines reinforce racism / Safiya Umoja Noble.
TI-84 Graphing Calculator
TI-89 Graphing and Engineering Calculator

On order:

Advances in food and nutrition research.

Annie Leibovitz : portraits : 2005-2016 / editor, Sharon DeLano ; design, Jeff Streeper ; biographical sketches, Sharon DeLano.

Beginning go.

Caught looking / poems by Charles Sean Carroll.

Clothing art : the visual culture of fashion, 1600-1914 / Aileen Ribeiro.

Environment at a glance 2015 : OECD indicators.

Keystone tombstones. Anthracite region / Joe Farrell and Joe Farley with Lawrence Knorr.

Mary Sachs : merchant princess / Barbara Trainin Blank.

Prescriptions for a healthy house : a practical guide for architects, builders & homeowners / Paula Baker-Laporte, Erica Elliott and John Banta.

Southern cooking / Mrs. S.R. Dull ; with a foreword by Damon Lee Fowler ; illustrated by Lucina Wakefield.

The black swan : the impact of the highly improbable / Naximu Nigulasi Talebu zhu ; Wan Dan yi.

The plant hunters : the adventures of the world's greatest botanical explorers / Carolyn Fry.

REFERENCE MATERIALS

AY67.N5 W7 2018

CT215.A67 2017
American reformers / [the editors of H.W. Wilson].

D424 .T56 2017
Nordic, Central, & Southeastern Europe / Marek Payerhin.

D804.25 .H655 2017
The Holocaust : an encyclopedia and document collection / Paul R. Bartrop and Michael Dickerman, editors.

DS44 .C55 2017-18
The Middle East & South Asia / Seth Cantey.

DT1 .D6 2017
Africa / Francis Wiafe-Amoako.
The West Point atlas of war. The Civil War / compiled by the Department of Military Art and Engineering, the United States Military Academy ; chief editor, Vincent J. Esposito.


Handbook of U.S. labor statistics : employment, earnings, prices, productivity, and other labor data / edited by Mary Meghan Ryan.

Statistical yearbook : fifty-ninth Issue / Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Statistics Division.


Encyclopedia of U.S. labor and working-class history / Eric Arnesen, editor.

Water : a limited resource / Kim Masters Evans.

Growing up : issues facing America's youth / Barbara Wexler.

Genetics and genetic engineering / Barbara Wexler.

Legal and illegal immigration / Erin Brown.

Alcohol, tobacco, and illicit drugs / Stephen Meyer.

Crime, prisons, and jails / Kim Masters Evans.


The United States government manual 2016 / Office of the Federal Register, National Archives and Records Administration.

2018 IPC : international plumbing code.

2018 International Private Sewage Disposal Code / International Code Council [and 1 other].
Handbook of nonprescription drugs: an interactive approach to self-care / editor-in-chief: Daniel L. Krinsky, MS, RPh (Associate professor, Department of Pharmacy Practice, Northeast Ohio Medical University, Rootstown, Ohio, Manager, Medication Therapy (MTM) Services, Department of Pharmacy, Giant)

The twentieth mental measurements yearbook / Janet F. Carlson, Kurt F. Geisinger, and Jessica L. Jonson, editors.

The United States government internet directory / edited by Mary Meghan Ryan.

On order:

Government assistance almanac 2017: the guide to federal domestic, financial, and other programs.


Russia & Eurasia / Brent Hierman.


Statistical yearbook

Audio-Visual

Stories from the mines / [presented by] the United Studios of America; a Thomas Currá production; a film by Greg Matkosky.

Keeping it together: cell membranes / Video Education Australasia.

Epigenetics: how food upsets our genes / a film by Frank Papenbroock and Peter Moers; produced by Peter Moers Produktion for ZDF in collaboration with ARTE and 3sat.

On order:

Transportation systems in plants.